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Abstract 16 

Stemwood productivity in forest ecosystems depends on the amount of light absorbed by the trees 17 

(APAR) and on the Light Use Efficiency (LUE), i.e. the amount of stemwood produced per amount of 18 

absorbed light. In fertilized Eucalyptus plantations of Brazil, growth is expected to be strongly limited by 19 

light absorption in the first years after planting, when trees can benefit from high soil water stocks, 20 

recharged after clearcutting the previous stand. Other limiting factors, such as water or nutrient shortage 21 

are thought to increase in importance after canopy closure, and changes in allocation patterns are 22 

expected, affecting the LUE.  23 

Studying changes in APAR and LUE along a complete rotation is paramount for gaining insight into the 24 

mechanisms that drive the inter- and intra-genotype variabilities of productivity and stemwood biomass at 25 

the time of harvest. Here, we present a 6-year survey of productivity, APAR and LUE of 16 Eucalyptus 26 

genotypes of several species used in commercial plantations and planted in 10 randomized replications in 27 

the São Paulo Region, Brazil. APAR was estimated using the MAESTRA tridimensional model 28 

parameterized at tree scale for each tree in each plot (a total of 16000 trees) using local measurements of 29 

leaf and canopy properties. Stand growth was estimated based on allometric relationships established 30 

through successive destructive biomass measurements at the study site.  31 
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Allometric relationships predicting biomass of tree components, leaf surface, crown dimension and leaf 32 

inclination angle distribution throughout the rotation for the 16 productive genotypes are shown. Results 33 

at stand scale showed that 1) LUE increased with stand age for all genotypes, from 0.15 at age 1 yr to 34 

1.70 g MJ-1 at age 6 yrs on average; 2) light absorption was a major limiting factor over the first year of 35 

growth (R2 between APAR and stand biomass ranging from 0.5 to 0.95), explaining most of the inter- and 36 

intra-genotype growth variability; 3) at rotation scale, the variability of final stemwood biomass among 37 

genotypes was in general attributable to other factors than average APAR; 4) differences in stemwood 38 

productions among genotypes remained large throughout the rotation; 5) LUEs over the second half of the 39 

rotation, rather than initial growth or APAR, was the major driver of stemwood biomass at the time of 40 

harvest.  41 

Keywords: eucalypt clone, light interception, productivity, tropical plantation, production ecology, leaf 42 

area index 43 

1. Introduction 44 

 45 

In recent years, trade of wood products has increased sharply in response to the growing demand for 46 

industrial wood (e.g, particle board), paper and cardboard, coal for industry (e.g, iron and steel), among 47 

other products. This increase in wood demand is expected to strengthen in the future (+20% by 2060, 48 

Elias and Boucher (2014)). Given the depletion of the natural forest resources, the area of productive 49 

forest plantations has sharply increased (Elias and Boucher, 2014). Planted forest areas increased from 50 

168 to 278 million hectares between 1990 and 2015 (FAO, 2015; Keenan et al., 2015; MacDicken, 2015). 51 

Forest plantations are providing an increasing share of the world’s wood products, representing 6.9% of 52 

total forest area in 2012 (1.8% in South America), but responsible for 46.3% of the roundwood 53 

production (89.8% in South America) (Payn et al., 2015). Under appropriate policies and market 54 

regulations, commercial forest plantations are one of the options to tackle the current global forest 55 

degradation and deforestation by substituting wood products from natural forests (Pirard et al., 2016).  56 

Eucalyptus plantations account for 33% of tropical forest plantations, with ca. 20 Mha planted worldwide 57 

(Iglesias-Trabado et al., 2009). In 2016, Eucalyptus plantations covered 5.67 Mha in Brazil, mostly for 58 

industrial use and located in the southern half of the country (IBA, 2017). The average production of 59 

Eucalyptus plantations in Brazil is 35.7 m3 ha-1 year-1, managed in rotations of 6 to 8 years (IBA, 2017). 60 

With gross primary productivity (GPP) of about 4.2 kg C m-2 yr-1 and net primary productivity (NPP) of 61 

up to 3 kg C m-2 yr-1 (Stape et al., 2008; Ryan et al., 2010; Nouvellon et al., 2012; Epron et al., 2013), 62 

these planted forests rank among the most productive ecosystems in the world (Luyssaert et al., 2007). 63 
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Large disparities do exist, however, with observed productivities ranging from 20 to 60 m3 ha-1 year-1 64 

among plantations, as a result of contrasting pedoclimatic conditions, genetic material and management 65 

(Gonçalves et al., 2013; Binkley et al., 2017). To reach the highest productivities, local genetic 66 

improvement through breeding programs have been conducted in the main Eucalyptus cultivation areas of 67 

Brazil, aiming to increase adaptation to different environmental contexts. Eucalyptus species or hybrids 68 

are planted in a rainfall range from 500 to 2000 mm and an average annual temperature range from 19 to 69 

27 °C (ABRAF, 2012). 70 

Breeding programs are primarily focused on production performance and wood quality at the time of 71 

harvest, which integrates de facto genetic potential, and its interaction with management, pedoclimatic 72 

conditions and resistance to biotic and abiotic stresses. Building on the high diversity of resource 73 

acquisition and ecological strategies found among Eucalyptus species and provenances (Drake et al., 74 

2015; Pfautsch et al., 2016; Aspinwall et al., 2019) the genetic materials currently in use display a broad 75 

range of physiological, structural, biochemical and life history traits (Gonçalves et al., 2013). However, 76 

the biological mechanisms and associated traits responsible for the differences in final trunk biomass 77 

production and wood quality remain unclear, mostly because of the high covariation commonly observed 78 

among traits (Reich, 2014). Process-based models calibrated using local measurements of functional traits 79 

and evaluated against carbon and water cycling data have proved useful to untangling the mechanisms 80 

responsible for forest productivity (Marsden et al., 2013; Christina et al., 2015; Guillemot et al., 2015). 81 

Furthermore, the variability of soil and climate conditions occurring at both local and regional scales 82 

affects the intra-genotype variability of productivity, which hinder the quantification and analyse of inter-83 

genotype variability. Performance comparisons among genotypes are therefore conducted in forestry trials 84 

that aim at controlling the variability attributable to soil and residue management (Gonçalves et al., 2007; 85 

du Toit et al., 2010), fertilization (Laclau et al., 2009), water supply (Stape et al., 2008), rainfall exclusion 86 

(Battie-Laclau et al., 2014), stocking (Stape and Binkley, 2010; Crous et al., 2013; Resende et al., 2018), 87 

genotypes (Pallett and Sale, 2004; Silva et al., 2016) or a combination of these effects (Binkley et al., 88 

2017). 89 

Large differences in leaf size, foliage area per tree, spatial distribution of leaf area within the canopy, leaf 90 

inclination angles, optical properties and crown dimensions are observed among genotypes, resulting in 91 

different light absorption capacities. Light absorption capacity is thought to be a major factor limiting 92 

growth at tree scale across a broad range of environmental contexts and management (Binkley et al., 93 

2010; Binkley et al., 2013; Campoe et al., 2013). At stand scale, however, the positive effect of light 94 

absorption on GPP and biomass production (Russell et al., 1989; Wang et al., 1991; Will et al., 2001) can 95 

be obscured by other limiting factors (Landsberg and Waring, 1997). For instance, Marsden et al. (2010) 96 
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showed that the total absorbed radiation (APAR) was well related to productivity among stands planted 97 

with the same Eucalyptus genotype in the first two years after planting, but vanished afterward. One 98 

reason could be the influence of water deficit on tree growth which is much larger after canopy closure 99 

(Christina et al., 2017; Christina et al., 2018). The effect of light absorption on forest productivity is also 100 

expected to vary among genotypes, soil, climate and management conditions (Forrester et al., 2018). 101 

Heterogeneity within a stand was shown to partly explain differences in production for a given genotype, 102 

higher heterogeneity reducing significantly the productivity (Binkley et al., 2010; Ryan et al., 2010; Stape 103 

et al., 2010; Luu et al., 2013). Heterogeneity could also explain differences of production observed 104 

among genotypes, e.g. if some genotypes show more tendencies towards heterogeneity and competition 105 

than others (Resende et al., 2016; Soares et al., 2016; Resende et al., 2018). 106 

The present study aims at exploring the age-related changes in APAR, and the relationship between light 107 

absorption and stemwood production across 16 contrasted Eucalyptus genotypes at stand scale. In other 108 

words, our main objective is to test whether differences in stem production among genotypes are mostly 109 

related to differences in APAR or to differences in the light use efficiency for stemwood production 110 

(LUE), or both. The following specific questions are addressed: 111 

- What are the changes of tree growth and APAR along the rotation? 112 

- Which traits explain the differences in APAR among genotypes (e.g. leaf area index, leaf optical 113 

properties, leaf inclination angles or canopy clumping)? 114 

- How does LUE vary among genotypes, and how does it correlate with annual growth? 115 

- Does within-stand heterogeneity of tree sizes explain the variability of production among clones? 116 

- How do the drivers of stemwood production change across a local gradient of soil properties? 117 

  118 

Sixteen genotypes from different origins were compared in a randomized block design set up at a single 119 

site in the field, in order to reduce the effects of changes in soil, climate and management on the inter-120 

genotype comparisons. The studied genotypes were selected among the most productive ones from the 121 

South to the North of Brazil. Each selected genotype has good performances in some pedo-climatic 122 

conditions of Brazil, but these conditions do not necessarily correspond to the local conditions of the field 123 

trial in our study. This was expected to lead to a large range of wood productivity, and thus useful to gain 124 

insight into the mechanisms underlying genotype performances.  125 

 126 

2. Material and Methods 127 

 128 
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2.1. Study site and experimental design 129 

The experiment was set up within a commercial plantation of 90 ha located in the State of Sao Paulo, 130 

south-eastern Brazil, at 22°58’04’’S and 48°43’40’’W, 750 m.a.s.l. and managed by the EUCFLUX 131 

project, from the Forestry Science and Research Institute (http://www.ipef.br/eucflux/en/). It consisted in 132 

10 repetitions (blocks) of 16 plots (Figure 1a), each plot being planted with one different Eucalyptus 133 

genotype (G1 to G16, Table 1). Each block was made of a 4x4 grid of 16 plots where genotypes were 134 

randomly distributed (Figure 1b). Each plot was planted with a single genotype with a tree spacing of 3x2 135 

m (1666 trees ha-1). Each plot was 36x32 m large and contained 12 lines of 16 planted trees. Only the 100 136 

central trees are studied to avoid border effects between plots. An entire block had therefore a size of 137 

144x128 meters. All blocks were managed following the standards currently used by Brazilian Eucalyptus 138 

plantation companies (Gonçalves et al., 2013) throughout the entire rotation. The experiment was planted 139 

in November 2009. The mean annual rainfall was 1430 mm y-1 over the study period, 85% of this amount 140 

occurring between October and May, which is the period with high incoming global radiation (Christina 141 

et al., 2017). The 10 blocks were distributed over the 90 ha commercial plantation, which topography was 142 

mostly flat, excepted some slight declivity in the North-western and North-eastern parts of the area, down 143 

to a small river (see the riparian natural vegetation on Figure 1a). The soil was a deep Ferralsol over the 144 

whole area but the slight declivity was associated with a gradual change in soil texture properties 145 

(Campoe et al., 2012), from sandy soils upward (including blocks B1 to B7) to more clayish soils 146 

downward (blocks B8, B9 and B10). A complete physical and chemical description of the soil profile was 147 

performed in Pinheiro et al. (2016). A long-term ecosystem observatory at the center of the 90 ha stand, 148 

was equipped with a complete meteorological station and an Eddy-covariance tower (Nouvellon et al., 149 

2010; Christina et al., 2017; Nouvellon et al., 2018). We surveyed the experiment for 6 years, which 150 

corresponds to the standard rotation duration of commercial Eucalyptus plantations for industrial 151 

roundwood in Brazil.  152 

 153 

2.2. Stand inventories 154 

All trees of the inner plots were individually surveyed for diameter at breast height (DBH) and tree height 155 

(H). DBH measurements were made at 8 dates in all blocks (i.e. 100 trees x 16 plots x 10 blocks = 16,000 156 

trees), and at 5 additional dates in a subset of blocks (Table 2). H measurements were made on all trees 157 

during the first two years and on a subset of 24 central trees per plot afterwards (Table 2). Power 158 

relationships between measured DBH and H were established on these 24 trees to estimate H for the non-159 

measured trees. DBH of all border trees were measured twice during the 6 years, and their values for 160 
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other dates were obtained using between-date relationships calibrated on the inside plot measurements of 161 

the same genotype and same block. H of border trees was then computed using DBH-H power 162 

relationships calibrated on measurements in the inner plot at the same date. Finally, tree DBH and H in 163 

the plots (including border trees) were linearly interpolated at daily time step, for each tree and for the 6 164 

years. The percentage of dead trees was recorded at each inventory date (hereafter called “mortality”). 165 

The GINI Index was also computed: this heterogeneity index can be used to evaluate the within plot 166 

competition between trees, using distributions of tree basal areas. It is based on the Lorenz curve and 167 

proved to be efficient at quantifying differences in stand structures among diverse forest management 168 

systems (Cordonnier and Kunstler, 2015; Fernández-Tschieder and Binkley, 2018). It was computed 169 

using the lorenz.curve function of the lawstat package of R software (v3.5.1). The higher the index, the 170 

more competition among trees. 171 

 172 

2.3. Tree biomass measurements 173 

Destructive sampling of trees for biomass, leaf area, crown dimensions, leaf angles, and leaf optical 174 

measurements were performed at 5 dates over the 6-year survey (Table 2) in all genotypes. At each date, 175 

12 trees per genotype were sampled. Sampled trees were distributed among blocks (Table 2) and selected 176 

to encompass the DBH range measured in the inventories, which is the method generally adopted for 177 

these eucalypt plantations (Laclau et al., 2008). Only border trees were cut to avoid as much as possible 178 

perturbations and changes in tree growth in the inner plots.  179 

After felling the tree, the height of the crown base and crown length was measured. The tree was then cut 180 

at crown base, the crown was straighten up vertically to measure leaf angle and crown radius (in the row 181 

and inter-row directions). Note that felling the tree did not damage the crown. Leaf angle distributions 182 

were measured on these 12 sampled trees per genotype. In each tree, 72 leaves were selected for angle 183 

measurement as follows: at three heights in the canopy, four axillary branches were randomly selected 184 

among the four azimuthal quarters, two of them in the row direction and the other two in the inter-row 185 

direction. Six leaves were randomly selected between the basis and the end of each branch. On each leaf, 186 

the vertical component of the leaf blade’s inclination was measured with a clinometer. The leaf angle 187 

distribution (LAD) was obtained at 10° intervals for each genotype and each date.  188 

Felled tree compartments were then weighted in the field, separating trunk (diameter > 2 cm at the 189 

thinnest end), living branches, dead branches and leaves. Subsamples of stemwood, bark and branches 190 

were taken to the laboratory and weighted before and after drying until constant weight. For leaf biomass, 191 

the green crown length of felled trees was divided into three equal-length sections (lower, middle and 192 
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upper). All leaves were weighted immediately after tree fall for each section. Twenty-five leaves were 193 

randomly selected for each crown section and kept cold until their fresh mass and area were measured in 194 

the laboratory. Trunk, bark, branch and leaf subsamples were then dried at 65 °C until constant weight. 195 

Average dry matter content (ratio of the sample dry mass over the fresh mass) were calculated for each 196 

tree and combined to field-based fresh weight to calculate the dry biomass of all tree components. The 197 

leaf area of each crown section was calculated by multiplying the total field-based fresh mass by the leaf 198 

area to fresh mass ratio (calculated on the 25 sampled leaves). Single-tree leaf area and leaf biomass were 199 

computed by summing the values of each crown sections. 200 

We measured the optical properties of leaves of each genotype at 1 and 6 years of age in two different 201 

blocks (Table 2) in 3 trees of different size, with 6 leaves measured per tree (3 crown sections * 2 202 

samples), totalizing 1152 single leaf measurements. The reflectance and transmittance of these leaves 203 

were measured in the visible and near infrared spectra with an ASD FieldSpec Pro (Analytical Spectral 204 

Devices, Boulder, Colorado, USA) spectrometer and a Licor integrating sphere (Oliveira et al., 2017). 205 

SPAD measurements, which are highly correlated with leaf chlorophyll content per unit of leaf area, were 206 

performed on the same leaves with the Chlorophyll Meter SPAD-502 (Minolta Camera, Osaka, Japan), 207 

averaging 5 to 10 SPAD readings per leaf. A supplementary SPAD measurement was done at 4.6 years of 208 

age (Table 2).  209 

 210 

2.4. Allometric relationships calibrations 211 

After having tested many forms of age-related allometric equations issued from Saint-André et al (2005) 212 

and Picard et al. (2015) (not shown), we found that Equation (1) was the most precise and flexible to 213 

predict trunk and living branch biomass: 214 

� = � ∗ ���� ∗ 	2��∗���
    Eq.  1 215 

Where Y is the variable to predict (trunk or branch biomass). D2H is the product of squared DBH (m²) 216 

and H (m), age is the age of the trees (in years as in Table 2), a, b, c and d are parameters to be estimated. 217 

Parameters were fitted using the nls function of R software. For a given genotype, we tested two fit 218 

options: one with the data from all blocks, and another including a “site” effect, i.e. fitting two different 219 

equations, one for blocks B1 to B7 (sandy blocks) and another for B8 to B10 (clayey blocks, Fig. 1). 220 

Model selection was based on Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). 221 

For leaf area and leaf biomass, a genotype-specific allometric relationship was calibrated at each 222 

inventory date (without age effect), with the following equation: 223 
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� = � ∗ ��      Eq.  2 224 

Where Y is the variable to predict (leaf area or leaf biomass), and X is either DBH or D2H. As before, a 225 

model selection procedure based on AIC was used to select the best predictor (DBH or D2H) and select 226 

between one common equation for all blocks or two different equations for sandy and clayey blocks.  227 

After applying the final allometric equations to each tree measured at each inventory date, Leaf Area 228 

Index (LAI, m²
leaf m

-2
soil) was computed by summing the calculated tree leaf area of all trees within each 229 

plot and dividing the result by the plot areas. Specific Leaf Area (SLA, m2 kg-1) was obtained by dividing 230 

the total leaf area of the plot by the sum of the tree leaf biomass of all trees of that plot. Time 231 

interpolation of tree leaf area between the inventory dates was done following the methodology adopted 232 

in other studies, using remote-sensing data to account for the seasonal dynamics of tree leaf area and LAI 233 

(le Maire et al., 2011; le Maire et al., 2013; Christina et al., 2017). 234 

Other allometric relationships were calibrated to estimate tree dimensions needed for MAESTRA model 235 

simulations: crown diameter (D) in the directions of the planting row and the inter-row (Equation 3) and 236 

the crown ratio (CR), which was the ratio between the crown height and the total height of the tree (Eq.4). 237 

Single equation per genotype for all blocks and using DBH had systematically lower AIC. 238 

	 = � ∗ ���� ∗ 	���∗��    Eq.  3 239 

�� = � ∗ ���� ∗ (	�� + �)    Eq.  4    240 

Finally, the dependency of Leaf Inclination Angle (LIA) to height was explored. Leaf angles are indeed 241 

commonly observed to vary along a vertical gradient in forests, from sun leaves on the top of the canopy 242 

having large angles to more horizontal leaves at the bottom of the canopy (Russell et al., 1989; Posada et 243 

al., 2009). From destructive measurements, average leaf angle per section of crowns (three sections: top, 244 

middle and bottom) was associated to the central height of this crown section. The following equation 245 

was fitted for each genotype: 246 

 ��� = � ∗ ���� ∗ ��
���

  ,  Eq.  5 247 

where Hm was the measurement height, i.e. the height from the soil to the middle of the crown section 248 

where the angles of the leaves were measured. The standard deviation of LIA was constant across 249 

measurement height. 250 

 251 
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2.5. Simulations of fAPAR, Extinction Coefficient, and LUE 252 

The MAESTRA processed-based model (Medlyn, 2004) is an improvement of the MAESTRO model 253 

(Wand and Jarvis 1990). The light interception calculation is based on Norman and Welles (1983) and is 254 

described in other studies (Wand and Jarvis 1990, Medlyn 98, Bauerle 2004). The MAESTRA model has 255 

been applied in many other studies dealing with Eucalyptus plantations (Campoe et al., 2013; le Maire et 256 

al., 2013; Christina et al., 2016; Christina et al., 2017; Christina et al., 2018; Vezy et al., 2018), and a 257 

detailed description of the model and parameterization for different Eucalyptus plantations can be found 258 

in these studies.  259 

The model was parameterized for the 16 genotypes in all 10 blocks (Figure 1b). For each block, all trees 260 

were described in the model, including border trees in all the plots. Parameters at tree level were: position 261 

in the plot (x,y), height, crown height, crown radius in the row and inter-row directions and leaf area, 262 

which were obtained by applying the allometric equations (Section 2.4) to tree inventories. Leaf 263 

inclination angle distribution was computed at plot scale, for each genotype, block and date, after having 264 

applied the Equation (5) to all crown sections of all trees of the inventories and weighted by their section 265 

leaf areas.  Other parameters such as reflectance and transmittance of leaves were averaged at genotype 266 

level, and linearly interpolated between measurements dates. The same horizontal distribution of leaf area 267 

density within crowns were used for all genotypes, because no local measurements were available (values 268 

from Christina et al. (2016) in a neighbouring stand). Meteorological data used in these simulations 269 

consisted in half-hourly gap-filled (only 0.15 % of missing data) global radiation converted to 270 

Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR), that was measured on top of the eddy-covariance tower 271 

(Figure 1a) during the entire simulation period.  272 

Simulations were performed at half-hourly time-step, in all inside plots of all blocs (i.e. for 16,000 trees). 273 

To speed-up the computation time, we chose to perform simulations of one day every 20 days. The ratio 274 

of the sum of the radiation absorbed by all within-plot trees (APAR) to incident PAR is the fraction of 275 

absorbed PAR (fAPAR). Daily fAPAR was computed for these simulated days and interpolated in time 276 

for each plot. Daily APAR of non-simulated days were estimated as the product of interpolated fAPAR 277 

and the incident PAR. Annual values of fAPAR were also computed as the annual sum of APAR divided 278 

by annual sum of incident PAR. 279 

As PAR absorption is influenced by many canopy structural parameters other than LAI (crown size and 280 

shape, LIA, Leaf optical properties, etc), we computed effective extinction coefficients for daily PAR 281 

absorption in order to assess the overall effect of these parameters. Extinction coefficients (k) were 282 
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computed for each plot with a non-linear regression of the following simplified and widely used equation 283 

(Landsberg and Hingston, 1996; Almeida et al., 2004), for each year: 284 

����� = 1 − �"#(−$ ∗ ���)  ,   Eq.  6 285 

where fAPAR is the fAPAR computed over the annual period and LAI is the averaged LAI at the same 286 

dates. 287 

APAR was further used to compute the light use efficiency for NPP of stemwood (LUE, g MJ-1): 288 

�%& =
'(()*+,

-(-.
  ,     Eq.  7 289 

where /��01��  (g m-2 y-1) is the annual Net Primary Production of stemwood biomass at plot level. 290 

/��01�� is different from the stemwood biomass variation (∆�).  ∆� is computed as final minus initial 291 

living stem biomass during a time period, and is further used in the manuscript as “stemwood biomass 292 

growth”. /��01��is the sum of  ∆� and the biomass of trees that died during the same time period. 293 

APAR is the total PAR absorbed by the plot during the same period. Growth Efficiency (GE, g mleaf
-2 y-1), 294 

also called Leaf Area Efficiency, was similarly computed as the ratio of /��01�� and LAI. 295 

 296 

2.6. Model validation 297 

Simulated APAR is difficult to validate against measurements, since APAR cannot be measured easily on 298 

a large number of plots.  Instead, as in other studies (Charbonnier et al., 2013; le Maire et al., 2013; 299 

Christina et al., 2015), we validated another simulated intermediate variable, which is of high importance 300 

in the APAR simulation: the gap fractions (GF) as a function of view angles. We compared the measured 301 

and simulated directional GF at ground level, as in Roupsard et al. (2008). Canopy structures strongly 302 

varied among genotypes, as illustrated with vertical upward pictures in Figure 2, which allowed testing 303 

the MAESTRA model on a large range of light interception conditions. 304 

Measurements of directional gap fractions (GF) were conducted using two LiCor PCA LAI-2000 (Li-Cor, 305 

Lincoln, NE, USA) on June 2014, in all plots of blocks B2, B3 and B8 (Table 2). In each plot, 12 306 

measurements were made below the canopy with one LAI-2000 device using a 180° azimuthal field of 307 

view, with the viewing direction parallel to planting lines, in periods with ca. 100% diffuse incoming 308 

light. The locations of the measurements were distributed in a systematic grid to cover a large part of the 309 

plot and to sample points at different distances from the trees but never in front of a tree trunk (see 310 

positions in Figure 1b). Continuous measurements of incident radiation were performed simultaneously at 311 

the top of the central tower with the second LAI-2000, which was inter-calibrated with the first one and 312 
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which used the same measurement configuration (orientation and view cap). The ratio between below- 313 

and above-canopy measurements were computed for the five zenithal rings of the LAI-2000 fish eye lens 314 

and were used as an estimate of the directional gap fraction. Simulated GF at the same locations, angles 315 

and date were obtained from MAESTRA simulations. The simulated and measured angular GF values 316 

were then averaged per genotype and compared. The Diffuse Non-Interceptance (DIFN) values, 317 

computed as in the LAI-2000 manual (LI-Cor, 1992), were compared between simulations and 318 

measurements. The value of (1-DIFN) is a good proxy of the APAR of the canopy under diffuse 319 

conditions, even though leaf reflectance and transmittance and soil reflectance may affect the 320 

correspondence between both variables. 321 

 322 

2.7. Statistical analysis 323 

Half-hourly tree-scale simulations of MAESTRA were averaged over each plot (i.e. 10 plots for each of 324 

the 16 clones), and each year. As described before, the simulations were averaged annually, for each 325 

growing year. Statistical analyses were performed on variables that were all averaged over the same time 326 

periods. The analysis of observations and MAESTRA simulations were conducted using Pearson 327 

correlations and linear mixed models (lmer function of lme4 package of R). A linear mixed model 328 

between fAPAR and variables described in Table 3 was computed at each age, including blocks as 329 

random effect.  We first performed a model selection based on the Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) in 330 

order to deal with multicollinearity among variables. Variables having highest VIF were iteratively 331 

removed one by one until all remaining variables had a VIF lower than 5. Then, we performed a simple 332 

backward elimination of non-significant effects of the linear mixed effects model, starting with the 333 

remaining variables after VIF elimination (step function of lmerTest). Final model F-test of fixed effects 334 

are computed using the Satterthwaite's method. Another more simple linear mixed models was computed 335 

between annual stemwood growth and genotype, APAR, GINI and blocks, with blocks as random effects. 336 

Fraction of variation attributable to each variable in regression model were computed using the 337 

calcVarPart function of the variancePartition package. Least Significant Difference (LSD) used in 338 

graphical representation of inter-genotype difference was computed using the LSD.test function of 339 

package agricolae. 340 

3. Results 341 

3.1. Time course of the characteristics of each genotype in each plot 342 

Allometric relationships 343 
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Allometric relationships predicting the biomass of tree components throughout the rotation for highly 344 

productive genotypes used in commercial plantations are illustrated in Figure 3 for genotype 14, and 345 

figures and equations for all other genotypes are given in Supplementary Material 1 “allometric 346 

relationships”.  Most of the relationships had high r-square and low Root Mean Square Error, allowing a 347 

precise estimation of single tree characteristics for all ages, genotypes and blocks. For some genotype, 348 

using distinct allometric equations for sandy (B1-B7) and clayey (B8-B10) areas yielded better fit of 349 

trunk and branch biomass. For tree leaf area (and therefore LAI and SLA), the allometric relationships 350 

changed between the sampling dates.   351 

Leaf area index 352 

The average annual LAI increased during the first 2 years, to reach a peak value during the second year, 353 

and then decreased until the end of the rotation (Figure 4). The temporal evolution along the rotation was 354 

mostly similar among genotypes. Large differences in LAI were observed the second year after planting 355 

between genotypes, up to 3 m2 m-2.  The genotype G16 showed the lowest LAI throughout the rotation, 356 

averaging 3 m2 m-2 (reaching a peak value of 4.2 m2 m-2 at 2.6 years old, data not shown), while the 357 

genotype G11 had the highest average LAI  of 4.5 m2 m-2 (and a peak value of 6.5 m2 m-2 at 2.6 years old, 358 

data not shown). The LAI of the other genotypes were quite homogeneously distributed between these 359 

extremes, and differences between genotypes were significant each year. A seasonal decrease in LAI 360 

during the cold and dry season was observed in the data (data not shown). SLA decreased with age for 361 

almost all genotypes as observed in other works (Sands and Landsberg, 2002; Almeida et al., 2004; le 362 

Maire et al., 2011), and particularly for the seed origin G1 and G2 (Supplementary Material 4). 363 

Trunk biomass and tree growth 364 

The time course of biomass of the stem, branch and leaves is presented in Figure 4. Stem biomass almost 365 

linearly increased during the 6 years of the rotation (Figure 4). The pattern was totally different for the 366 

biomass of living branches and leaves, which reached a plateau (branch biomass) or slightly decrease 367 

(leaf biomass) from the 3rd year to the 6th year after planting. Branches and leaves therefore accounted for 368 

a decreasing percentage of the total aerial living biomass, from 20% at the end of the third year to 5% at 369 

the end of the rotation.  370 

The differences in stem biomass among genotypes at the end of the 6-year survey were very large and 371 

highly significant. For instance, the biomass of G10 (21.5 kg m-2) was on average across the 10 blocks 372 

35% higher than that of G15 (15.9 kg m-2) at age 6 years (Figure 5). Between these extremes, the 16 373 

genotypes were fairly well distributed, some being significantly different from the others whatever stand 374 

age (Figure 4 and Figure 6). However, their ranking changed along the rotation, with some genotypes 375 
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such as G8 or G16 starting with a very strong growth until the fourth year, but then slowing down, while 376 

other genotypes (e.g., G5 and G10) steadily accumulated stem biomass throughout the rotation (Figure 4). 377 

Some genotypes, such as G9, exhibited a large difference in plot biomass and productivity among blocks, 378 

which tended to increase toward the end of the rotation due to outliers with low values (Figure 4). This 379 

was mostly due to an increase in tree mortality in some of their plots (Figure 4 and 6).  380 

Mortality and intra-plot competition 381 

Mortality was generally low in the experiment, most genotypes having less than 5% of dead trees 382 

compared to stocking at planting, on average, at the end of the rotation (Figure 4 and 6). However, 383 

mortality was significantly different among genotypes, some genotypes (e.g., G1, G2, G3 and G13) being 384 

more severely affected than others. G1 and G2 were from seed origins and had higher number of dead 385 

trees since the first year of the rotation, while genotypes G3 and G13 displayed high mortality rates, 386 

possibly caused by a sensitivity to extreme wind. Some particular events occurred at some plots, such as a 387 

lightning strike, pathogen attack and other causes of tree dieback. Some blocks, such as B2, but more 388 

clearly B10, showed high mortality rate for all genotypes.  389 

Competition among trees within plots is both the result of differences in tree development and spatial 390 

heterogeneity created by mortality of some trees. GINI heterogeneity index showed that the level of 391 

competition was in general low (GINI < 0.25) (Cordonnier and Kunstler, 2015; Fernández-Tschieder and 392 

Binkley, 2018). Competition intensity, as captured by Gini index, differed among genotypes: all 393 

genotypes followed a comparable trajectory with time, but at different absolute levels. The four genotypes 394 

showing the highest competition level also showed the highest mortality rates, and the highest 395 

heterogeneity in tree height (Figure 4). As expected, the two seed-origin genotypes (G1 and G2) had the 396 

highest GINI index. The GINI index decreased from the first to the second year, and then increased 397 

steadily with time for all genotypes. Standard deviation of tree height also increased along the rotation, 398 

meaning that tall tree grew faster in height than smaller ones.  399 

Leaf angles distributions and optical properties 400 

Leaf inclination angle distributions were highly variables among genotypes and changed with time along 401 

the rotation. Illustration for two contrasted genotypes, G6 and G16 are given in Figure 7, and figures and 402 

equations for all other genotypes are given in Supplementary Material 2 “Leaf inclination angle 403 

distributions”. Some genotypes had erectophile-like leaf angle distribution, such as the G14 or G16, 404 

while others tended to be more planophile (e.g. G3, G6). Changes of LIA with time was significant for 405 

some genotypes, progressively changing from a planophile-like distribution at young ages to more 406 

erectophile leaves (e.g. G1, G2, G3, G6, G8, G15). Other genotypes, on the contrary, did not show large 407 
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changes of LAD with time (e.g. G4, G9, G10, G16). All genotypes showed a clear leaf inclination change 408 

from the top to the bottom of the canopy, with more erectophile leaves at the top and more planophile 409 

leaves at the bottom (see Figure 7 and Supplementary Material 2). It is interesting to note that this trend is 410 

found in all trees, whatever their size within the canopy: top leaves of a small tree have similar angles 411 

than bottom leaves of tall trees. 412 

The reflectance and transmittance of leaves were not statistically different between genotypes due to high 413 

within-genotype variability of leaves within the crown. The observed increase of SPAD values between 414 

age 1 and 6, for almost all genotypes (Figure 8 and Supplementary Material 4), is coherent with the 415 

decrease of reflectance and transmittance, which was accounted for in the light transfer simulations. 416 

SPAD values increased for almost all genotypes, and inter-genotype differences were high. 417 

 418 

3.2. Validation of the light transfer modelling 419 

Measured and modelled directional gap fractions were in close agreement for much of the genotypes 420 

(Supplementary Material 3 “MAESTRA validation”, Figure SM3.1). There were substantial differences 421 

in gap fraction among genotypes, as visually observed in the field on the day of the measurements (Figure 422 

2), which was well captured by the model. The vertical GF was more difficult to simulate accurately, 423 

because this angle integrated small canopy areas and was therefore more subject to uncertainties in tree 424 

positions and sizes, but the agreement between simulations and measurements is correct. The shape of the 425 

decrease of GF with view angle is related to the leaf angle distributions and dimensions and locations of 426 

the crowns and was also well simulated for most of the genotypes. 427 

When comparing the simulated and measured (1-DIFN) variables, the correlation was high (Pearson 428 

correlation r=0.84, p<0.001) and the results were good for the three blocks were the measurements were 429 

carried on (Supplementary Material 3, Figure SM3.2). The results were slightly underestimated for high 430 

values and overestimated for low values. Large differences in (1-DIFN) among genotypes were well 431 

captured, which confirmed that the MAESTRA model was able to simulate APAR in contrasting stand 432 

structures. 433 

 434 

3.3. Genotype differences in APAR and fAPAR 435 

fAPAR increased rapidly during the first two years, and then reached a plateau with values between 0.8 436 

and 0.97 (Figure 4). From the second year on, APAR interannual variation was therefore mostly driven by 437 
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changes in average annual incident PAR. The increase in fAPAR at the beginning of the rotation mostly 438 

resulted from the increase in LAI and crown diameter and height. A saturation of fAPAR when LAI 439 

reached approximately 3 m2 m-2 was observed for all genotypes along the rotation (Figure 4). Variations 440 

of fAPAR also resulted from other structural characteristics of the canopies taken into account in the 441 

MAESTRA modelling, such as crown size and shape, leaf inclination angle distribution, leaf distribution 442 

within crowns, and leaf optical properties. All these variations were summarized in the Extinction 443 

Coefficient variable (Figure 8 and  Supplementary Material 4). Extinction coefficient showed an initial 444 

decrease until 3 years of age, followed by an increase, and large differences between genotypes. A simple 445 

mixed model predicting stem growth in function of the genotype and APAR and their interactions, with 446 

blocks considered as random effects, showed that APAR and genotype were always significant predictors, 447 

but that their interactions occurred only in the first four years (data not shown). So in the first years, the 448 

Growth vs. APAR relationship changed among genotypes, but the genotype principal effect on stem 449 

growth subsequently become stronger and independent of APAR. 450 

A linear mixed model of fAPAR in function of plot averages characteristics, with all genotypes included 451 

and with the blocks considered as random effect, confirmed the highly significant importance of LAI all 452 

along the rotation (Table 3). LIA was also significantly affecting fAPAR all along the rotation, except for 453 

the 5th and 6th year. Plot average height significantly affected fAPAR along the rotation. Mortality had a 454 

significant effect in the 4th year only, when several genotypes suffered from high mortality increase 455 

(Figure 6), which created gaps only partly compensated by increasing growth of neighbour trees. Finally, 456 

average optical properties were significant at explaining the inter-plot variations of fAPAR at the end of 457 

the rotation.  458 

3.4. Genotype differences in Growth Efficiency and LUE 459 

Growth efficiency (GE), a measure of the amount of stemwood produced per year and per unit of leaf 460 

area, was in general increasing along the rotation (Figure 4). The GE variability among genotypes was 461 

very high and significant, with some genotypes such as G16 having a very high GE at the beginning of 462 

the rotation that stabilized with stand age, while other genotypes had lower GE at the beginning but it 463 

increased steadily to reach high values at the end of the rotation (e.g., G10).  464 

Similarly to GE, light use efficiency for stemwood production (LUE) increased during the rotation. 465 

However, some differences appeared between GE and LUE: the genotypes having high GE did not 466 

necessarily showed high LUE. These differences resulted from the non-proportionality between LAI and 467 

fAPAR (see section 3.3). The slight decrease observed in LUE in the 5th year was mostly due to the slight 468 

increase in APAR during that year, which did not impact tree growth. This increase of APAR was mostly 469 
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attributable to an increase in annual incoming PAR. Despite being affected by inter-annual changes in 470 

growth conditions, the LUE showed a slightly increasing trend, consistent along the rotation. fAPAR was 471 

indeed almost constant for most of the rotation, while trunk growth slightly increased. Rotation averaged 472 

LUE, shown in Figure 9 c, show high difference among genotypes, with 29% higher value for G10 (1.35 473 

g MJ-1) than for G2 (1.05 g MJ-1). 474 

 475 

3.5. Drivers of the spatial variability of trunk growth in function of stand age and genotypes 476 

Variability in LAI and APAR among genotypes did not explain variability in production (Figure 9 a, b) 477 

summed over the entire rotation. By contrast, the inter-genotype variability of LUE explained a large part 478 

of the variability in productivity (Figure 9c). In other words, genotypes with higher LAI, or absorbing 479 

more radiation along the rotation, did not systematically produce more stemwood. Other processes than 480 

light absorption, captured in the Light Use Efficiency for stemwood production, were responsible for 481 

differences in productivity among genotypes. However, LAI and APAR explained the spatial differences 482 

(inter-block) in stemwood production of some genotypes (e.g., G7 and G13, Figure 9 d, e). On an annual 483 

basis, the correlation was especially high and significant in the first year of the rotation, when the net 484 

primary production of stemwood was highly linearly related with APAR (Figure 10). In the first year, 485 

APAR explained most of the spatial variation of stemwood production. This production was however 486 

very low compared to subsequent years. From the second year on, some genotypes were more responsive 487 

to change in their APAR (e.g., G10 and G14) than others. The absence of a significant APAR-growth 488 

relationship was likely due to the absence of inter-block variability of APAR (e.g., G5), or of stemwood 489 

growth (e.g., G9). LUE explained most of the spatial variability of stemwood production (Figure 9 f). 490 

This was expected in this context since LUE was computed as the part of the productivity that was not 491 

directly explained by absorbed PAR. To summarize, the variability of wood production was primarily 492 

attributable to differences among genotype that were not captured by differences in APAR all along the 493 

rotation (Figure 11). APAR significantly explained growth differences among genotypes in the first year, 494 

in the fourth  and at the end of the rotation, while GINI competition index (within-plot competition 495 

intensity) was observed to have a substantial effect at the middle of the rotation (from 2nd to 4th years).The 496 

block effect was significant all along the survey, but higher at the end of the rotation. Residuals, i.e. the 497 

part of the variance in stand growth not explained by these four variables, increased after 3 years of age.  498 

 499 
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4. Discussion 500 

 501 

The Eucalyptus genotypes compared in our field trial were obtained from breeding programs located 502 

throughout Brazil, and large difference in production dynamics was expected among them when planted 503 

at a single location. The same planting date, stocking density and management practices over the study 504 

area make it possible to assess the consequences of genotype choice and spatial variability of soil 505 

resources on the dynamics of biomass accumulation in our field trial. The 10 blocks of the experiment 506 

were indeed located close to each other, thus experiencing a similar climate while soil characteristics 507 

substantially varied among blocks (Campoe et al., 2012). The large range of productivity observed among 508 

genotypes resulted in a valuable dataset for testing hypotheses on the effects of stand characteristics, 509 

allometry and functional traits on productivity for several species and hybrids within the Eucalyptus 510 

genus.  511 

We observed that tree productivity was mainly driven by differences in genotypic performances. Indeed, 512 

after excluding the plot of B4-G9 having very high mortality rate (Figure 6), the correlation between the 513 

stem biomass of the most productive plots and the less productive plots among genotypes was high and 514 

very significant (r=0.90 and p<0.001), which indicate that the most productive genotypes were 515 

consistently more productive everywhere in the whole area despite the soil gradient. Most of the clonal 516 

materials studied here had higher productivity than the two seed origin materials G1 and G2. To analyse 517 

the productivity of each genotype, we followed the framework of the production ecology equation that 518 

separates production into the product of resource supply, proportion of captured resource and efficiency 519 

of resource use (Monteith and Moss, 1977). Light supply was considered equivalent for all plots of the 520 

experiment, reducing the explained variation of productivity to variations of fAPAR and LUE for stem 521 

wood production. LUE for stem wood production captures a variety of processes such as photosynthesis 522 

per unit of absorbed light, which is function of the leaf photosynthetic characteristics and of the 523 

environment, living biomass respiration, and partitioning of assimilated carbon to stemwood production 524 

(Russell et al., 1989). 525 

 526 

Variations of APAR, fAPAR and extinction coefficient with genotype and stand age 527 

Comparison between MAESTRA simulation and light interception measurements conducted in situ 528 

showed strong adequacy (Supplementary Material 3). The model successfully predicted angular gap 529 

fractions for all genotypes, i.e., it reproduced the absolute GF value in zenithal direction (mostly linked to 530 

LAI) as well as the GF diminution with angle view (mostly linked to leaf angle and directional clumping). 531 
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fAPAR and APAR increased in the first two years after planting for all genotypes, before stabilizing at 532 

fAPAR plateau values ranging from about 0.8 to 0.97 depending on the genotype. Similar dynamics of 533 

fAPAR were observed in other studies, based on model simulations (le Maire et al., 2013), or situ 534 

measurements and remote sensing data (Marsden et al., 2010). At all ages, genotypic differences in 535 

fAPAR were driven by LAI (Table 3). For all genotypes, LAI increased rapidly after planting, reaching a 536 

peak in the second or third year, and decreased afterward until the end of the rotation (Figure 4). This 537 

typical age-related pattern in LAI has been reported for many Eucalyptus plantations across the world 538 

(Ryan et al., 2004; Whitehead and Beadle, 2004; du Toit, 2008; le Maire et al., 2011). The decrease in 539 

LAI toward the end of the rotation did not strongly affect fAPAR, since LAI values remained at high 540 

levels for which the fAPAR vs. LAI relationships saturates. The genotypic variability in fAPAR was also 541 

explained by LIA and crown sizes (Table 3). Crown size has an impact on the macro-clumping of LAI, 542 

which was shown to enhance radiation transmission throughout the canopy and increase GPP (Rambal et 543 

al., 2003). Although potentially contributing to inter-genotype differences in APAR, micro-clumping 544 

inside tree crowns were not characterized in this study due to lack of data on the within-crown 545 

distribution of leaves.  546 

The integrated effect of changes in canopy structure on APAR was however captured in the extinction 547 

coefficient k for daily PAR absorption (Equation 6, Figure 8 and Supplementary Material 4). Daily 548 

extinction coefficients are useful for a simplified modelling of daily absorbed light from LAI and daily 549 

incident PAR. The values of k estimated in the present study were in the 0.4 to 0.76 range. These values 550 

are on the higher range of measured values reported in literature (Albaugh et al., 2016). In the present 551 

case, k estimated with MAESTRA considered the canopy properties, the course of the sun during the day 552 

and the separation of direct and diffuse radiation. Extinction coefficient for diffuse sky radiation are 553 

higher than for direct radiation, since extinction coefficients are lower at nadir when eventual direct PAR 554 

is higher (Nouvellon et al., 2000). On the contrary, diffuse extinction coefficient takes into account the 555 

whole hemisphere, where nadir solid angles are under-represented compared to higher angles which have 556 

higher directional k values. It underlines the necessity to distinguish the direct and diffuse radiation when 557 

computing APAR (Li and Fang, 2015), as done in MAESTRA. 558 

A decrease of the extinction coefficient between two and three years of age was also observed by Dovey 559 

and Du Toit (2006), with lower values (from 0.55 to 0.42). Lower k values were obtained at LAI peak, 560 

probably due to the decrease of diffuse extinction coefficient with LAI increase (Nouvellon et al., 2000). 561 

Differences between genotypes stayed along the rotation. Our results therefore showed that genotype- and 562 

age-specific values of extinction coefficient are needed when using Equation (6) for computing fAPAR, 563 
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while most of modelling studies are using a default value of 0.5 (Landsberg and Hingston, 1996; Almeida 564 

et al., 2004; Pérez-Cruzado et al., 2011).  565 

Despite a rather simple representation of the 3D structure of canopies, other studies show that MAESTRA 566 

is flexible enough to represent various types tree crowns, and fast enough to simulate APAR over entire 567 

rotations (Bauerle et al., 2004; Binkley et al., 2010; Charbonnier et al., 2013; Gspaltl et al., 2013; le 568 

Maire et al., 2013). On the present study, MAESTRA accounted for variation of LIA at plot scale, 569 

explaining large part of the APAR variation (Table 3). It confirmed that this variable should be 570 

systematically estimated together with LAI when analysing Eucalyptus plantations APAR. Detailed 571 

representation of specific tree traits such as vertical profiles of within-crown leaf inclination angles or leaf 572 

area distribution would request more complex measurements and models, such as 3D structural models 573 

describing each leaf orientation (Parveaud et al., 2007). Gradient of inclination angles from erectophile on 574 

the top to planophile on the bottom of the canopy is known as optimal for maximizing canopy 575 

photosynthesis and limiting leaf photoxidative, temperature or water stresses associated with high 576 

irradiance (Russell et al., 1989; King, 1997; Posada et al., 2009). Such optimality seems to be genotype-577 

dependent, and further studies are needed to examine the effect of LAI and leaf angles, together with 578 

other variables such as SLA, nitrogen and photosynthetic parameters profiles on productivity. Leaf optical 579 

properties were shown to have significant effect on fAPAR differences among genotypes. Correlation of 580 

SPAD with PAR reflectance and transmittance observed in our dataset could facilitate the field estimation 581 

of these characteristics.  Finally, row orientation was accounted for in the MAESTRA simulation but its 582 

effect on daily APAR and GPP was not studied here. A model such as DART (Gastellu-Etchegorry et al., 583 

2004), can help understanding further differences in light absorption regimes among genotypes and 584 

locations, as was done in the same experiment in Oliveira et al. (2017). 585 

 586 

Variations of LUE with genotype and stand age 587 

The values of Light Use Efficiency for stemwood production obtained in the present study were in line 588 

with measurements from previous studies led in Eucalyptus plantation in Brazil (Marsden et al., 2010; le 589 

Maire et al., 2013), which showed similar patterns of strong increase at early age and saturation or 590 

moderate increase after canopy closing. Light Use Efficiency is driven by a complex set of processes 591 

ranging from leaf-scale to tree-scale levels (Binkley et al., 2010) that need to be untangled to understand 592 

the age-related trend observed in our trial. LUE and GE have different trends along the rotation, GE 593 

showing less saturation due to increase of the APAR/LAI ratio after canopy closure. The photosynthetic 594 

capacities of the leaves may change among genotypes and site conditions, but they were not measured in 595 
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this study. SPAD values averaged at stand scale, related to chlorophyll content (Pinkard et al., 2006), 596 

increased with tree age (Figure 8), but the link with photosynthetic capacity, and consequently LUE and 597 

GE, is not straightforward and would require more investigations.  598 

Gross photosynthesis can also be strongly impacted by drought periods, through changes in stomatal 599 

conductance and eventually through leaf fall. There are large differences of leaf anatomy between these 600 

genotypes, and sap flow measurements have also shown large differences in tree transpiration per unit of 601 

leaf area in our experiment (unpublished data). Previous studies led in the same stand (Christina et al., 602 

2017) or in a close rainfall exclusion trial (Christina et al., 2018) have shown that in this region, 603 

Eucalyptus plantations established in deep sandy soils have access to important soil water stocks in the 604 

first years after planting. Water stress therefore starts affecting plantation functioning and productivity 605 

only after canopy closure at about 2 years of age. Our results suggest that this could also be the case for 606 

most of the genotypes in the studied trial, but no measurements were made to confirm this hypothesis.  607 

Partitioning of the photosynthesized carbon between respiration and allocation to tree organ is probably a 608 

major driver of the changes in LUE with age, among genotypes and among sites. Indeed, partitioning is 609 

predominantly oriented toward resource-capturing organs at the beginning of the rotation (especially the 610 

first year) and toward woody organs latter in the rotation (Nouvellon et al., 2012; Marsden et al., 2013). 611 

Shifts in carbon allocation with ontogeny, environmental constraints and resource availability was also 612 

observed in Ryan et al. (2004) in another Eucalyptus genotype. Carbon partitioning to aboveground NPP 613 

is also spatially variable: higher GPP and carbon partitioning to stemwood generally occurs in more 614 

fertile sites (Haynes and Gower, 1995; Stape et al., 2008; Campoe et al., 2012; Vicca et al., 2012). 615 

Increasing soil nutrient availability can also enhance the carbon partition to aboveground tree components 616 

(Giardina et al., 2003; Litton et al., 2007; Epron et al., 2012). Water availability and stand structure also 617 

alter carbon partitioning, e.g. between aboveground and belowground (Ryan et al., 2004; Stape et al., 618 

2008).  619 

 620 

Effects of stand heterogeneity, tree mortality and soil properties on growth and LUE 621 

In general, mortality is low in commercial Eucalyptus plantation managed in short rotations, but it was 622 

relatively high for some blocks and genotypes in our study as a result of tree fall after windy events, 623 

lightning strikes, etc.  Contrasting sensibilities of the 16 genotypes to wind and pathogens led to 624 

significant differences in mortality rates. Mortality created or reinforced heterogeneity in tree size within 625 

canopies by creating gaps. In this study, seed-origin plantations (G1 and G2) and clones G3 and G13 626 

showed higher mortality rates. Heterogeneous canopies of Eucalyptus were shown to have lower 627 
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productivity (Binkley et al., 2010; Ryan et al., 2010; Stape et al., 2010; Luu et al., 2013). Similar 628 

conclusions were found in monospecific European forests (Bourdier et al., 2016). Here, the effect of stand 629 

heterogeneity was assessed with two indices, the GINI index of tree basal areas and standard deviation of 630 

height of living trees. Heterogeneity is especially high for seed-origins genotypes G1 and G2, which 631 

probably reflects the heterogeneity of growth potential between seeds. Beyond biotic and abiotic mortality 632 

events, the heterogeneity of clonal plantation is also the consequence of differences in the planting 633 

conditions of each single tree. We observed that the GINI index of heterogeneity had a high and 634 

significant effect on clone productivity (Figure 11).  635 

 636 

Contrasted light-use strategies among genotypes of the Eucalyptus genus 637 

A large diversity of trait combinations can be pointed out among the 16 highly productive genotypes in 638 

our experiment. For example, some genotypes with contrasting profiles: 639 

- G10 with high LAI and branch biomass, high LUE and GE, low mortality and heterogeneity 640 

indices, strong growth at the end of the rotation in  5th and 6th years due to increase in LUE;  641 

- G16 with low LAI and branch biomass, high leaf inclination angles, strong initial growth, low 642 

heterogeneity indices, high LUE and GE at the beginning of the rotation but a clear slowing down 643 

of LUE after 4 years, which result in a stem growth decline at the end of the rotation;  644 

- G12 with low LAI and branch biomass, but high LUE and GE at the beginning but also at the end 645 

of the rotation, which displayed high biomass at 6 years 646 

- G2 with high intra-stand heterogeneity of growth, high mortality, high branch biomass but 647 

average LAI, and lower LUE than average, which resulted in low standing biomass at 6 years 648 

 649 

Such trait combinations show contrasting strategies for resource acquisition and growth.  Our results 650 

highlight the major importance of the two last years of the rotation to maximize the amount of stemwood 651 

harvested at age 6 years.  Indeed, the ranking of the genotypes changed substantially between the 4th and 652 

5th year after planting (Figure 5). It underlines differences in resource acquisition dynamics and allocation 653 

among genotypes of the Eucalyptus genus. This was confirmed by a mixed model which showed that the 654 

final average stem biomass for each genotype was more closely explained by the average LUE of the 4th, 655 

5th and 6th years (R2 of 0.45, 0.64 and 0.61 respectively, all significant at p<0.01) than by the LUE of the 656 

previous years (correlation unsignificant). The genotypes with the highest final biomass, such as G10 and 657 

G12, were the ones with the highest final LUE.  658 
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An hypothesis to explain these differences is that after 3 years old, several factors start affecting 659 

stemwood growth with different intensity among genotypes: water resource becomes a strong limiting 660 

factor since all the annual rainfall (about 1500 mm) is used by the trees (Christina et al., 2017), hydraulic 661 

limitations may happen due to tree height (Ryan et al., 2006), and tree height could enhance susceptibility 662 

to wind damage. Other characteristics such as initial growth rates, stand homogeneity and APAR, were 663 

not as important as LUE during the last years to explain stemwood biomass at harvest for our 16 664 

genotypes. However, the diversity of growth patterns at the end of the rotation in our study is probably 665 

influenced by the heterogeneity of the genotypes selected by forest companies from the South to the 666 

North of Brazil. It underlines the fact that clonal selection is more reliable at harvesting age, which is 667 

mostly the case in Brazil, but a more juvenile selection (around age 3 years) may still be valuable in forest 668 

companies to rank less diverse genotypes adapted to specific climate and soil conditions.  669 

 670 

An interesting trend, not analysed in details in the present study, is that genotypes having invested more 671 

in leaves were generally more adapted to wet regions, such as G14 (E. saligna coming from a region 672 

having mean daily temperature of 18.4°C, with 13.2-24.2°C range, and rainfall of ~1600 mm, Table 1), 673 

while genotypes having lower LAI were more conservative for water use, such as G16 (E.grandis x E. 674 

camaldulensis selected in a region having mean temperature of 24.7°C, with 22.4-26.1°C range and 675 

rainfall of ~1000 mm). They also have contrasting investments in fine roots, which could results in 676 

different abilities to access during dry periods to large amounts of water stored in the deep soil layers. In 677 

our experiment, Pinheiro et al. (2016) have shown at age 2 years that the fine root biomass was different 678 

between genotypes. The genotype with the highest fine root biomass, fine root length, and the maximum 679 

depth reached by fine roots was the genotype with the lowest leaf area index. However, this investment in 680 

fine roots at two years of age do not seem related to the final stemwood production at age 6 years, but the 681 

four genotypes studied in Pinheiro et al. (2016) were among the genotypes with the lowest biomass at 682 

harvest in our study (G1, G8, G14, G16). Modelling the differences of carbon cycling between genotypes 683 

using process-based models would be useful to gain insight into the processes driving the changes in LUE 684 

over the last years of the rotation. 685 

 686 

5. Conclusion 687 
 688 

As expected, the range of productivities was large in our study for Eucalyptus genotypes originating from 689 

breeding programs located across a large climate gradient and grown in a single location. Productivity 690 
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was analysed here together with other characteristics of the stands, such as their leaf area index, level of 691 

stand heterogeneity, and other functional traits. The genotypes showed large differences in dynamics of 692 

LAI, APAR and in efficiency for using the absorbed APAR to grow wood. Differences of LAI and APAR 693 

among genotypes were not linked to genotype productivity. Spatial variability of growth was directly 694 

related to APAR for almost all genotypes the first two years after planting. Over the entire rotation, only 5 695 

out of 16 genotypes showed significant correlation between total absorbed PAR and stemwood 696 

production. The efficiency for converting radiation into stemwood is the major factor explaining i) 697 

differences of productivity among genotypes, and ii) explaining differences of productivity of a given 698 

genotype along a gradient of soil characteristic. LAI and LUE dynamics along the rotation were clone-699 

dependent. The LUE at the end of the rotation was the major factor differentiating the highly productive 700 

from the less productive genotypes at age 6 years in monoclonal Eucalyptus plantations. The biological 701 

mechanisms, and associated functional traits, that drive spatial and temporal changes of LUE in 702 

commercial Eucalyptus plantations deserve closer attention. 703 

 704 
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Table 1: Description of the 16 genotypes. Climate (annual mean) values are from (Alvares et al., 

2013). States: SP: são Paulo; ES: Espírito Santo; MG: Minas Gerais; BA: Bahia; RS: Rio Grande do 

Sul;  Climate: Cfa: Humid subtropical zone without dry season and with hot summer; Cwa: Humid 

subtropical zone with dry winter and hot summer; Cfa: Humid subtropical zone without dry season 

and with hot summer; Aw: Tropical zone with dry winter; Am: Tropical zone – monsoon; Cwb: 

Humid subtropical zone with dry winter and temperate summer; As: Tropical zone with dry summer; 

Genotype Species Propagation State 

of 

origin 

Climate  Minimum 

temperature 

(°C) 

Maximum 

temeprature 

(°C) 

Mean 

annual 

temperature 

(°C) 

Annual 

precipitation 

(mm) 

1 E. grandis Seed SP Cfa 15.9 22.5 19.7 1336 

2 E. grandis Seed SP Cfa 15.9 22.5 19.7 1336 

3 E. grandis x E. urophylla Clone SP Cwa 17.1 23.2 20.7 1463 

4 E. grandis x E. urophylla Clone SP Cfa 15.9 22.5 19.7 1336 

5 E. grandis x E. urophylla Clone SP Cwa 17.1 23.2 20.7 1463 

6 E. grandis x E. urophylla Clone ES Aw 20.2 26.1 23.4 1304 

7 E. grandis x E. urophylla Clone MG Cwa 17.9 22.9 21.1 1396 

8 E. grandis x E. urophylla Clone MG Aw 19.4 24.9 22.6 1370 

9 E. grandis x E. urophylla Clone BA Am 20.9 25.8 23.8 1192 

10 E. grandis x E. urophylla Clone SP Cfa 15.4 22.4 19.3 1245 

11 E. grandis x E. urophylla Clone SP Cfa 15.4 22.4 19.3 1245 

12 E. urophylla x sp Clone MG Cwb 16.5 21.7 19.7 1180 

13 E. grandis x E. urophylla Clone MG Cwb 16.5 21.7 19.7 1180 

14 E. saligna Clone RS Cfa 13.2 24.2 18.4 1594 

15 E. grandis Clone SP Cfa 15.4 22.4 19.3 1245 

16 E. grandis x E. camaldulensis Clone BA As 22.4 26.1 24.7 1045 

 

Alvares, A.C., Stape, J., Sentelhas, P., Gonçalves, J., Sparovek, G., 2013. Köppen's climate classification 

map for Brazil.  



 

Table 2: Description of the measurements conducted in the experiment. Each number is a code 

described below the table, informing on the measured blocks and genotypes numbers. Other 

information such as the number of trees or leaves sampled are also given. DBH: trunk diameter at 1.3 

m; Refl/Tran: reflectance/transmittance: LAI-2000: measurements with the LiCor PCA LAI-2000 

device (see section 2.6). 

Date age 

(years) 

DBH H DBH 

border t.  

Biomass Leaf 

angles 

SPAD Leaf 

Refl/Tran 

LAI-2000 

03/11/2009 0 

17/05/2010 0.53 1 1 

03/11/2010 1.00 1 1 5a 6 7 7 

01/06/2011 1.58 1 1 

01/01/2012 2.16 1 1 

01/06/2012 2.58 4 5a 6 

01/07/2012 2.66 3 3 

15/01/2013 3.20 1 2 

15/07/2013 3.70 3 3 

15/11/2013 4.04 6b 6b 

15/02/2014 4.29 1 2 

15/06/2014 4.62 9 

23/06/2014 4.64 3 3 4 5b 6 8 

31/10/2014 5.00 3b 3b 

15/02/2015 5.28 1 2 

15/07/2015 5.70 3 3 

15/11/2015 6.03 5b 6 7 7 

15/01/2016 6.20 1 2             

1: all blocks; all genotypes; all inside plot trees 6: B2 B3 B10; all genotypes; 12 trees/genotype; 60 leaves/tree 

2: all blocks; all genotypes; 24 inside plot trees/genotype 

6b: B2 B3 B10; G1 G6 G8 G12 G14 G16; 12 trees/genotype; 60 

leaves/tree 

3: B3 B8 B10; G1 G6 G8 G12 G14 G16; all inside plot trees 7: B1 B2; all genotypes; 3 trees/genotype; 6 leaves/tree  

3b: B3 B8 B10; G1 G6 G8 G12 G14 G16; 24 inside plot trees/genotype 8: B2 B3 B10; all genotypes; 3 trees/genotype; 6 leaves/tree  

4: all blocks; all genotypes; all border trees 9: B2 B3 B8; all genotypes; 12 positions/genotype 

5a: B1 B2 B4 B5 B6 B7 B9 ; all genotypes; 6-12 trees/genotype 

5b: B2 B3 B8 B10 ; all genotypes; 6-12 trees/genotype 

 

  



Table 3: Result of mixed model of fAPAR in function of plot averages characteristics, with all 

genotypes included and with the blocks considered as random effect. One model was adjusted each 

year. Some variables, noted “o”, were first removed after computing their Variance Inflation Factors 

(VIF), to solve multicollinearity issue (see Section 2.7). Then, a backward elimination of non-

significant effects of the linear mixed effects model was performed (eliminated variables are noted 

“x”). Remaining significant variables are labelled with *** if p<0.001, ** p<0.01, *p<0.05 of the F-

test of the fixed effects, green if the effect on fAPAR is positive and red if the effect is negative  

Age 1 2 3 4 5 6 

LAI *** *** *** *** *** *** 

LIA *** *** *** *** o o 

Reflectance x * x o x * 

Transmitance x x * x *** *** 

SPAD o *** x x *** x 

Crown height o o o o o o 

Crown diameter *** o o o *** *** 

Crown volume o *** x x o o 

Crown ratio o x * ** * * 

Trunk biomass x *** o x o x 

H *** o *** *** *** *** 

DBH o o x o * ** 

GINI x x o o o o 

Mortality x x x *** x x 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




